
La Savonnerie Royale is a French company, passionate about the history of France and its castles, located in Versailles!
With this in mind, La Savonnerie Royale highlights French know-how in the production of its natural soaps. Our
passion for French history is also reflected in the choice of our waxmaking partner, the historical supplier of candles to
the royal families.
Our products are available in the prestigious castles and domains of France and Europe, representing our source of
inspiration every day.

PRESS RELEASE
La Savonnerie Royale launches its new Secret Impérial candle, a unique

fragrance inspired by Napoleon Bonaparte

Savonnerie Royale is delighted to announce the release of the new Secret Impérial scented candle!
This unique fragrance, first launched as a solid soap, is now available as a colorful scented candle to

complete the new Colored Collection!

As with our previous fragrances, La Savonnerie Royale wanted its perfumes to bear
witness to the history and richness of France's heritage. The Secret Impérial Grasse
fragrance pays particular tribute to the iconic figure of Napoleon Bonaparte and his
passion for cologne.
Discover its history:
Long associated with Versailles, Napoleon Bonaparte is also known for his passion for eau de
cologne. His imperial secret: use it generously ad infinitum. With notes of eau de cologne and
vetiver, this fragrance will make you feel like an emperor!

A historic olfactory signature

Excellent craftsmanship for exceptional quality

The Secret Impérial scented candle has been created in partnership with the
historic manufacturer and supplier of candles to the Royal Families of Europe,
reflecting a unique expertise.
Our scented candles contain a natural, vegan vegetable wax, composed of soy
and coconut oils, as well as mango butter. This trio of ingredients has been
selected by our waxmaking partner to form a wax of exceptional quality, as well
as a lead-free cotton wick combining elegance and safety.
The candle box's luxurious packaging features gold hot stamping, making it a
unique gift.
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